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Synopsis of Screenplay: WGAw1466293  

 
 
The Chevy that Saved Earth  

 
 
By C.J.Fitzjames  
 
 
Blade Runner meets The Fast and the Furious 
 
 
Sci-fi car movie oozing CGI spectaculars, live-action stunts and 
road racing where classic 1969 Chevy cruises L.A. streets, takes 
off and flies in a future where the freeways sweep up into space 
to L.A. Liberty Station - first stop to the Moon, Mars, and beyond.  
 

In coming era of flying cars hero Chevy and 82nd Airborne Skyranger 
Vet rescue Girl Reporter.  Together they uncover military conspiracy 
to invade USA. Non-stop action using big rigs to battle tanks in 
combat with corporate fascism and corrupt world government.  
 

Comic book genre story with satirical element; DNA biotechnology 
goes badly wrong, creates ultimate antagonist, the amalgam of 
20th Century Fascist leaders. Set in a visually stunning golden 
L.A., where fabulous cars, the ultimate in luxury automobilia, 
fill the boulevards in meaningful contrast poverty paradox.  
 

The whole movie a series of torture tests for the hero Chevy. 
 

 
Synopsis - story in 3-Act paradigm.  
  

Titles: Freeway Ride to LA's Statue of Liberty  
 

Freeway on-ramp at L.A. refinery: disenfranchised indigent hitches 
ride on Peterbilt Moonmover big-rig hauling rocket fuel up the 405 
Skyway up to LA Liberty Station, first stop for the moon, Mars and 
Pluto mining - but gets out at 110.000 feet skydiving to Earth in 
hair-raising stunt cunningly avoiding Corporate Law Enforcement. 
 

A misfit and ex-Skyranger, an 82nd Airborne Skycav vet, (military 
recently disbanded), he fits pilfered Sky Cavalry gravitonics to his 
'69 Chevy. It can now fly!  After an illicit road race he watches 
cute L.A, Word News Service reporter cover famine riots in Mexico. 
 

Act I:  Scientific Impossibility to Clone Soul 
 

Downtown LA: Intrepid Girl Reporter pursued by 3 identical NuHuman 
agents; hungry for adventure, vet gladly rescues her. Chevy takes 
off from street, flying.  Girl Reporter accidentally leaves photos 
in car of World Government Politician seen in two places at same 
time.  Vet takes pics to CO of old SkyCav unit, now Professor of 
Military History at UCLA.  They investigate Pol, connect him to 
illicit 'NuHuman' DNA biotechnology.  Human duplication amoral yet 
NuHuman technology considered scientific pinnacle of 21st Century 
eighty years earlier - but proven to create human monsters. 
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Act 2:  Emperor Hitlerhito and the DupeNazi Conspiracy  

 

More race-action uncovering conspiracy using outlawed DNA tech-
nology to clone DupeNazi stormtroops to invade USA from space, 
the end-result of NuHuman Corp's biogen-nanotec space missions 
to find host planets and create humans from memory banks, gone 
badly wrong. After 80 years, computers awry and malfunctioning, 
the NuHuman Mission secretly returns to Earth where megalomaniac 
politician exploits situation disbands US military.  

 

Hero finds enemy craft hiding in NASA junkyard for space debris 
near LA Liberty, holds full of the NuHuman machines ready to 
make flesh-and-blood SS stormtroops. The malfunctioning mission 
computer has also created a leader to colonize this planet - an 
amalgam of 20th Century Axis Power fascism: Emperor Hitelerhito.  
 

He is ready to start the invasion but what is he waiting for? 
 

Reporter connects with her editor as the conspiracy focuses: the 
final world leaders are being replaced by duplicated NuHumans. Vet 
finds unlikely ally in a sweet 170yr. old lady, the A.I. persona of 
the all-powerful CIA/Library of Congress computer.  
 

In road race spectacular vet foils kidnap attempt on Girl Reporter, 
but next attempt successful, vet shot by DupeNazi agents. Heroine’s 
editor is a NuHman duplicant.  Security Chief Pol wants intrepid 
Girl Reporter for First Lady, and wants Vet dead. 
 

Vet survives ambush. Heroine duplicated to seduce him. Chevy wrecked 
and heroine duplicant dies in vet’s arms, tells of her original's 
true feelings for him.  

 
Act III:  The Chevy Lives! 

 

DupeNazi manufacture begins. A thousand NuHuman machines spring to 
life biogenetically engineering the first wave of stormtroops. Vet 
salvages remains of Chevy, crafts convertible, rescues Girl Reporter 
heroine in daring escape. Together they witness DupeNazi Stormtroops 
blitzkrieg Liberty Station en route to invading L.A. power plant… 
 

Heroine discovers the DupeNazi secret. The NuHuman ship is out of gas!  
They need fuel to start invasion proper, plan to plug into the sky 
freeways energy beams connecting Liberty Station to LA, and power up 
the remaining thousand machines. How to stop them? 
 

Saved by the cavalry - the SkyCav are back!  
 

Skyrangers of the 82nd use stolen weaponry to temporarily debilitate 
the NuHuman spacecraft - descend to take on elite DupeNazi stormtroops 
defending the generating plant powering their mothership above L.A.   
 

Climax: The Chevy that Saved Earth! 
 

Girl Reporter broadcasts mighty firefight as hero sacrifices himself, 
and Chevy, to cut power and stop invasion as the 82nd Vets kick DupeNazi 
ass to halt Blitzkrieg of USA! But the brave, indestructible '69 Chevy 
- and the giant NuHuman DupeNazi spacecraft waiting in orbit?  
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